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Outlook
The first quarter saw GDP grow at a 6.4% annualized rate, and
the second quarter is expected to do even better, with estimates
around 9-10%. Data has been strong as the economy reopens,
and Q2 will likely be a peak in economic and earnings growth
rates. Third and fourth quarter growth is expected to moderate,
but remain above trend before reverting back to historical
averages in 2022. A full economic reopening is expected in the
coming months, due to a broad rollout of COVID-19 vaccines. Per
the CDC, as of July 12, 2021, 55.5% of the U.S. had received at least
one dose of a COVID-19 vaccine, and 48% are fully vaccinated.
Labor data continues to be strong. Payrolls are still 8 million
short of pre-pandemic levels, but are matched by a greater
number of job openings. Job growth will likely continue to
improve, but a full recovery will take some time. Per Goldman
Sachs, the unemployment rate should fall to 4.2% by year end,
and wage growth should normalize near 3%. We expect labor
improvements to be supportive of economic growth through
2022.

In addition to rising wages, supply chain disruptions, rising
materials costs and robust consumer demand are pushing prices
higher. Inflation looks transitory, however, as the largest prices
gains were in reopening sectors. In May, large increases were
reported for used cars, airfares, and lodging. These effects will
likely roll off as the economy normalizes through 2022, and core
CPI should trend closer to a 2.0% to 2.5% range. As a result, we do
not expect an interest rate hike from the Federal Reserve in the
near term and monetary policy should remain supportive of risk
assets.
The Federal Reserve’s mid-June meeting did not provide many
surprises. Interest rate forecasts do not project any hikes until
2023, though the “dot-plot” was pulled forward slightly compared
to earlier meetings. Discussion has begun on tapering asset
purchases, where the Fed is currently buying $120 billion per
month of Treasuries and Mortgage Backed Securities. We would
expect a tapering plan to be announced by the end of the year.
While this could lead to some volatility in capital markets, it is
unlikely to repeat 2013’s “taper tantrum”, as policy normalization is
widely expected.

The rise in wages have been mostly due to low base effects from
2020. A sustained increase in wages will require full employment
and we have a ways to go before reaching pre-pandemic levels.
Measures like Average Hourly Earnings can be misleading, as this
pandemic has illustrated. Jobs lost in 2020 were disproportionately
low-wage, which biased hourly wages up. The effect is reversing
now. If we use a smoother indicator, like the Employment Cost
Index, we can see that wage pressures remain muted.

Global equity markets continued to rise in the second quarter,
though style, sector, and market cap leadership reversed slightly
from the first quarter. The S&P 500 rose 8.55% for the quarter,
with large caps outperforming small and mid. Growth stocks took
continued on page 3
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Strategy Commentary
Overview
The domestic economy and equity markets continue
to march forward as the recovery gains steam. Earnings
estimates for the second half of the year are being revised
higher due to the restocking of inventories and robust
demand from consumers. Overall, our strategies remained
invested in the same themes with a few small changes.

Balanced Strategy
Stocks and bonds rallied in the quarter to post strong
results. The S&P 500 finished up 8.55%, the fifth straight
quarter with gains. The Bloomberg Barclays US Aggregate
Bond Index returned 1.83% after pulling back in the first
quarter.
The asset allocation of the strategy remains tilted toward
equities. Earnings estimates continue to be revised higher
while profit margins remain at the upper end of their
historical range. We believe these fundamentals should
benefit equity holders. Within equities, we pair growth with
cyclical exposures. Growth led value, benefiting from strong
performance in software, interactive media, and hardware.
Cyclical holdings detracted as they took a breather after
a strong run last quarter. The underlying fundamentals
remain supportive due to the robust recovery.
Moderate allocation managers provided a boost, driven
by stock selection in growth names and an overweight to
investment-grade corporate credit. Fixed income exposure
was additive with non-agency mortgage-backed securities
and core-plus intermediate bond holdings leading the way.

Equity Strategy
Domestic equities posted gains across most sectors, led by
Real Estate, Technology, and Energy. Momentum shifted to
large cap growth, which outpaced other styles and market
caps, after lagging in the first quarter. The strategy blends
multi-cap exposure, growth stocks, and cyclical sectors.
We maintained our strategic multi-cap exposure as
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underlying fundamentals remain in a positive trend. Mid
and small caps are expecting high-teens earnings growth
over the next twelve months and trade at lower valuation
relative to large caps. They also have a higher weighting
to cyclical sectors that should benefit from the reopening.
However, after two strong quarters, mid and small took a
breather and failed to keep pace with large caps, detracting
from performance.
Growth stocks took the lead from value after trailing for
the previous two quarters. Growth benefited from a broad
rally in Technology and Communication Services, with both
sectors expecting to grow earnings by more than 25% in
2021. Growth holdings provided the strongest contribution
to performance.
Cyclical sector holdings are focused on home builders,
materials, and leisure stocks. All stand to be beneficiaries
from the recovery, but price performance moderated,
detracting from performance.

Global Strategy
Global stocks moved higher with double digit returns in
Latin America, Switzerland, and Canada. Asian equities
struggled with Japan posting a modest negative return.
Given the dynamic nature of global markets and the uneven
recovery, we made a few changes to non-U.S. holdings in
the strategy during the quarter.
We held a slight overweight to emerging markets most
of the quarter, but reduced it to neutral in late June. The
vaccine rollout and recovery have varied across regions
causing inconsistent performance. Emerging markets
also have less capacity for fiscal stimulus which has also
impacted the recovery. We believe a neutral stance is more
appropriate given the challenges.
In developed international exposure, we tilted to a more
cyclical stance by increasing exposure to Europe. The
vaccine rollout in Europe has accelerated and the European
Central Bank stimulus program will continue to provide
support. Economic data and sentiment are also improving.
Domestic holdings remained focused on multi-cap
exposure, growth, and cyclical sectors. Growth holdings
were the top performers during the quarter, with multi-cap
and cyclical sectors lagging.

Tactical Income Strategy
The Tactical Income strategy passed its first anniversary
during the quarter. Overall, we are happy with the results so
far, posting a gain of 15.39% for the year ending 6/30/2021.
The portfolio focuses on three main themes: tactical
high yield strategies, high conviction fixed income sector
allocations and income-focused equity exposure.
Tactical high yield strategies, which use a variety of indicators
to determine exposure, were consistent contributors
to performance over the last quarter and year. High
yield bonds have posted strong returns as spreads have
compressed after the dislocation last March and the
subsequent recovery. These strategies spent most of the
past year fully invested given the strong upward trend.
Credit spreads are close to record lows, so we moderated our
forward return expectations. We expect the tactical features
to continue to play an important role in risk management.

As growth and inflation continue to exceed pre-COVID
trends, we expect yields to gradually move higher. We
maintain an allocation to floating-rate bank loans in the
strategy, which offers slightly higher yields compared to
other corporate credit sectors and performs well in a rising
rate environment. The holding posted a positive return, but
trailed the broad bond market as yields fell and detracted
slightly from overall performance.
Our income-focused equity exposure is diversified across
technology, small cap, dividend growth, and high dividend
strategies. Technology and dividend growth provided
the strongest returns during the quarter, while small cap
lagged. Equity exposure has provided a robust contribution
to performance over the past year, and we expect it to be a
driver of returns going forward.

Outlook continued from page 1
the lead again, up 11.93% vs 4.99% for Value. Almost all sectors
were positive for the second quarter, with only Utilities falling
-0.41%. Real Estate led, up 13.09%, with Technology finishing
strong at 11.56%. Looking ahead, we would expect style and
sector leadership to continue to alternate as different parts of the
economy recover at different speeds.
Internationally, Europe is outperforming other regions, due to
a combination of rising vaccinations and strong fiscal support.
Europe is now vaccinating a higher share of their population per
day than the United States. The €750 billion EU Fiscal Recovery
Fund is sizable, and disbursements are set to begin mid-2021,
providing significant fiscal support to the economy. While
domestic equities have already surged from the combination

of vaccination rollouts and policy support, Europe may see its
peak later in the year, potentially representing an investment
opportunity. Emerging markets (EM) were positive, but lagged
developed markets, mostly because the pace of vaccinations
remain slow. EM has also changed dramatically over the past
decade, becoming less cyclical and more growth oriented. China,
South Korea, and Taiwan have grown to represent 65% of the EM
index, and are largely driven by technology. EM may no longer
benefit from a cyclical style shift going forward. As a result, we
are less enthusiastic about EM exposure than foreign developed
equities.
Last year saw a steep decline in corporate earnings, causing
significant baseline effects as earnings recover this year.
continued on page 4
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Outlook continued from page 3
Expectations for Q2 earnings growth are for 62.8% year-overyear: per FactSet, this would be the highest earnings growth rate
since 2009. The eye-popping figure is supported by concurrent
improvements to revenue and profit margin. Revenue growth
is expected to rise 19.5% year-over-year, the highest since 20081.
Expected net profit margin is 11.7%, higher than the five-year
average1. Third and fourth quarter earnings growth are expected
to be lower, but still robust at 23.2% and 17.7%, respectively1. By
year end, earnings should be more than 20% above the prior
peak1.
The 10-year Treasury rate dropped from 1.74% at the end of Q1
to 1.45% at the end of Q2, shrugging off high inflation data and
tempering concerns of an overheating economy. The dip in rates
during Q2 benefited long bonds, with the Bloomberg Barclays
US Govt/Credit Long index returning 6.44%, compared to 1.83%
for the Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index and 2.77%
for the ICE BofA High Yield Index. Going forward, we still expect
the yield curve to steepen, producing a headwind for longer term
bonds. The short-end is firmly anchored near zero by Fed policy,
and longer rates should reflect economic normalization and the
cyclical recovery. Note that higher rates can be supportive for
equities, as long as they occur gradually and alongside earnings
growth.

vaccinations and economic reopening, we are optimistic on U.S.
equities, see some potential in other developed markets, but
hesitant on emerging markets. Volatility should be expected as
inflationary pressures and declining fiscal stimulus vie with strong
consumer demand and improving earnings. Returns for fixed
income will likely be challenging, given current low rates and an
expectation for further curve steepening, but remain an important
risk ballast in a diversified portfolio.

Sources:
Economic Research (2021, May 1). Federal Reserve Bank of St.
Louis. Retrieved July 1, 2021, from https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/
ECIWAG
Butters, J. (2021, June 25). Earnings Insight. FactSet. Retrieved
July 1, 2021, from https://www.factset.com/hubfs/Website/
Resources%20Section/Research%20Desk/Earnings%20Insight/
EarningsInsight_062521.pdf
1

Market Insights: Guide to the Markets (2021, May 31). J.P. Morgan
Asset Management. Retrieved July 1, 2021, from https://
am.jpmorgan.com/us/en/asset-management/adv/insights/marketinsights/guide-to-the-markets/
Morningstar Direct

Looking ahead, we expect the recovery to continue with
economic data peaking in the second quarter. Third and fourth
quarter economic and earnings growth should continue to
be robust, though at a lower rate. Combined with continuing
Has anything happened we should know about? If there are any changes in your financial situation, investment objectives or specific restrictions,
please contact your Investment Advisor or The Pacific Financial Group, Inc. It is critical to the achievement of your investment goals and the
success of our relationship to discuss any changes in your financial needs.
Our clients receive quarterly performance on their accounts. For performance on any of our strategies, please contact your Investment Advisor.
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Strategy PLUS Framework
Our models are built on a framework that can incorporate
allocations that are strategic or tactical, with underlying
investments that are active or passive. We believe
blending some or all of these elements can deliver the
desired portfolio outcome with greater diversification,
improved risk management, and enhanced returns.

Strategic
Strategic allocations incorporate an institutional Modern
Portfolio Theory process, focusing on correlations between
designated asset classes; models are based on historical risk
levels and incorporate scheduled rebalancing. Strategies
focused on strategic allocations performed well during the
quarter as global equities and bonds posted strong returns.
Domestic large caps provided the strongest returns with
the S&P 500 posting a gain of 8.55%, while developed
international and emerging markets equity indices each
returned over 5%.

Tactical
Tactical allocations use indicators such as momentum,
trend following, and valuations with a focus on shorterterm opportunities in determining investments. These
strategies utilize ongoing re-allocations versus scheduled
rebalancing. Style and sector rotation is an important
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component in these portfolios. In the past quarter, growth
outpaced value, and sector leadership was found in Real
Estate, Technology, and Energy. The decline in yields
supported Real Estate and surging demand gave Energy
stocks a boost. Fixed income allocations, particularly those
focused on corporate credit, continue to benefit from spread
tightening.

Active
Active strategies focus on the selection of individual issues
(i.e. common stock and bonds) to create a portfolio that will
reflect manager analysis and seeks alpha. Security selection
is an important driver of returns and risk management. A
deeper dive into the leading sectors show stock selection
in the software and oil industries provided the best
opportunities for investors. Real Estate was led by cell tower
and data center operators.

Passive
Passive strategies are based on an underlying index,
focusing on reduced tracking error and returns consistent
with the chosen benchmark. These strategies generally offer
lower costs than active management and are focused on
delivering market beta. Passive equity holders benefited
from the continued rally in global equities, which moved in
lockstep with the economic recovery: the MSCI All Country
World Index posted a gain of 7.39%. After a negative first
quarter, bond investors benefited from the dual tailwinds
of lower yields and tighter credit spreads. The Bloomberg
Barclays US Aggregate Bond Index finished up 1.83%.
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The information provided herein is the opinion of The Pacific Financial Group (“TPFG”), a registered investment advisor. All Commentary reflects TPFG’s opinion of the general markets which may include one or more specific segments of national
or global markets. All information is believed to be accurate but has not been independently verified and TPFG makes no warranties as to the accuracy of the information or any representations made or implied. The information should
not be construed or interpreted as an offer or solicitation to purchase or sell a financial instrument or service. The information is for informational purposes only and should not be relied on or deemed the provision of tax, legal, accounting
or investment advice. Past performance is not a guarantee future results. All investments contain risks to include the total loss of invested principal. Diversification does not protect against the risk of loss. Investors should review all offering
documents and disclosures and should consult their tax, legal or financial professional before investing.
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